
Chambord Clotaire 600
Modulový keramický dřez. Určen do skříňky min. 60 cm. Hloubka vaničky 17,7

cm. Prodloužená záruka 5 let.

EAN: 3537390549538

14 990 Kč
12 388 Kč bez DPH

Luxurious ceramic single sink Chambord Clotaire 600  is manufactured by the prestigious German
company Villeroy & Boch. This sink is perfect for a rustic kitchen and will also stand out in a modern
kitchen. Ceramic modular sinks are becoming increasingly popular recently.

Chambord Clotaire 600 will look great not only in a modern kitchen, but also in kitchens in the so-
called Provence style or Hugge style. With its simple appearance, it will fit into any environment. The sink
gives off a luxurious and minimalistic impression.

The Clotaire kitchen sink features a main large chamber, where you can comfortably wash dishes of
larger dimensions, such as baking trays. Chambord Clotaire 600 belongs to the category of modular
sinks.  This means that they are not firmly connected to the countertop.  They are mounted directly on
the installation cabinet, and the countertop is either attached from both sides, or the countertop overlaps
the edges of  the sink from above.  Modular  sinks are preferably recommended for  installation with
countertops made of non-absorbent material. If a solid wood countertop is to be used, care must be
taken to properly impregnate the edges of the cutouts in the countertop.

Chambord ceramic sinks are distinguished by their luxurious design and high quality craftsmanship. The
main advantages of ceramics include high resistance to impact, scratch resistance, high temperature
resistance, hygienic safety, and color stability. Dirt and dyes do not adhere to the surface. Ceramic sinks
require very little maintenance. If you are looking for a white sink, choose ceramics.

Key features of the CHAMBORD CLOTAIRE 600 kitchen sink

White ceramic sink.
Clotaire has an extended warranty for 5 years
optimal choice for so-called rustic kitchens
practical size and depth (17.7 cm) of the bathtub



craftsmanship supported by 270 years of ceramic experience
Ceramic sinks are exceptionally resistant to high temperatures, impact, and scratching
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm

A ceramic sink is fired in kilns and the glaze is applied by hand, making each piece unique. It is necessary
to take into account a tolerance of +/- 1-1.5 cm in dimensions. We recommend having the sink physically
available for the realization of the kitchen counter.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Double sink.
Sink shape: Square-shaped.
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Ceramics
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Modular
Sink style: Rustic / Retro sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 69101000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 5
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 54.9
The length of the bathtub: 54.9

Depth of the bathtub: There must be some mistake, as "17,7" is not a valid sentence in
Czech. Could you please provide a full sentence for translation?

Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 68.6
Sink length: 60
Sink depth: 20
Sink weight (kg): 30
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 62
Height of the packaging: 27
Depth of the packaging: 74
Weight including packaging (kg): 33



  


